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ABSTRACT

This article xplores the global dimensions of the thought of George Perkins 
Marsh and his Man and Nature (1864). It argues that Marsh was not simply 
influenced by American versus European contrasts in environmental change, 
nor was his work based only on conservation ideas, being influenced also by the 
examples of acclimatisation movements within the British empire settlement 
colonies. He incorporated material on acclimatisation from Australia into his 
major work, and his acceptance, with reservations, of aspects of acclimatisation 
practice, for example global eucalyptus plant transfers, was a key factor making 
his work influential within those settlement colonies after publication of Man 
and Nature. This global context reinforces the sense of Marsh as a thinker of 
his times, embedded in a larger and older discourse over the fate of forests and 
other natural resources. Marshʼs attempts to promote balance in humans  ̓rela-
tions with nature led him to explore a renovationist and improvement oriented 
ethic as much as a restorationist or preservationist one. Though widely regarded 
as the father of conservation, his legacy is more ambiguous and more complex, 
and his influence reflects changing perceptions of European colonial impacts 
in the nineteenth century. 
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In the voluminous discussion of American diplomat and pioneer conservationist 
thinker George Perkins Marsh, two interrelated ideas remain largely undetected. 
Best known as the author of the seminal text, Man and Nature (1864), Marsh was 
a product of global rather than purely American conditions and an advocate not 
of environmental preservation but of environmental renovation. Marshʼs work 
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reflected European as well as American influences. His interests and impact 
were shaped by the world of European expansion not only to the Americas but 
to places as far flung as the Pacific. Evidence for this global context is found in 
the incorporation by Marsh of Australian examples and, in turn, through Marshʼs 
influence in Australia, a society shaped in the nineteenth century by acclimatising 
impulses in environmental matters. Marsh, though in some respects innovative, 
was indirectly connected to this transnational acclimatising tradition that spread 
his impact as well as influenced his thought. These contexts implicate Marsh in 
concepts of environmental renovation.

ʻFor all the novelty of Marshʼs insightsʼ, wrote David Lowenthal, his central 
themes were ʻcharacteristically Americanʼ.1 Marsh has been interpreted as an 
American trying to stop through preservationist strategies the environmental 
degradation that he observed in Europe from occurring in the United States. For 
Lowenthal, Marshʼs experience of environmental damage during his travels and 
residence in Europe confirmed impressions made in his youth, and stimulated 
the writing of Man and Nature. But Michel Girard went further. By charting 
European influences on early American conservationist thought, Girard called 
into question the originality and ̒ Americanness  ̓of Marshʼs thought.2 Similarly, 
Richard Grove viewed Marshʼs thought in terms of a wider European imperial 
collision with the colonial world that took shape long before Marsh wrote. Here, 
Marsh seems even less innovative.3 Recently, Marcus Hall has shown the impact 
of Italy upon Marsh through the concept of environmental restoration: Marsh 
spoke of the need to restore lost environmental harmonies. Though Marsh is 
well-known as one who urged the preservation of forests in the US, he understood 
that in most situations, the impact of humankind was such that only restoration 
was possible. The introduction of the idea of environmental restoration is an 
important one, but as Hall notes, much remains to be done in teasing out the 
different meanings of ʻrestorationʼ. In Hallʼs account, it is Marshʼs experience 
of the unique American environment that produces his heightened interest in and 
understanding of European environmental change. Hall in effect sees Marsh as 
preservationist for the United States, and restorationist for Europe. ̒ He showed 
that while the New World must seek ways to preserve resources, the Old World 
must seek to restore them.ʼ4 

Building upon these insights, I seek to show that the key to Marsh was his 
position as a generalist and a synthesiser whose voracious reading and broad 
interests enabled him to see environmental change on a world-wide, not just 
a trans-Atlantic scale. He absorbed existing environmental traditions such as 
that offered by German geographer Alexander von Humboldt and his disciples, 
but was more eclectic and less subservient to any particular system than many 
of his contemporaries. Marshʼs approach was empirical and historical, draw-
ing examples from a wide range of sources, balancing negative and positive 
consequences of human impacts while putting the emphasis firmly upon the 
human transformation of the earth rather than on environmental determinism. 
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Partly he could do this because of his long-range historical interests that in-
cluded ancient civilisations. Moreover, he was an American living in Europe, 
at a time when Europe was continuing its economic expansion towards world 
dominance and extending its lines of communication globally. Never before 
had there been so much knowledge about so many diverse places. Marsh was 
ideally placed to synthesise this store of empirical detail, and to put the case 
for both preservation and restoration, which he saw not as alternatives but as 
complementary strategies in principles of environmental accounting that had 
to be both global and regional. European imperial communications networks 
of power and knowledge likewise aided immeasurably in the extension of the 
influence of these ideas. 

Marsh was indeed an advocate for restoration of what he understood to be 
natureʼs harmony, but in order to restore balance, in many instances it was nec-
essary to mimic damaged nature by introducing new species, or old species and 
land management practices in different forms and combinations. That implicates 
Marsh in a concept to which he is rarely connected, environmental renovation: 
the reworking of the land to achieve a new kind of equilibrium, adding new 
concepts of cultural landscape and new layers of land management. Marshʼs 
renovationist side in turn links him to a discredited but influential movement, 
nineteenth-century acclimatisation, a movement widely held responsible for up-
setting rather than restoring ecological balance. He was, however, more cautious 
in following acclimatisation than some who claimed to be his followers.5

Marsh was aware that the European transfer of plants and animals to the 
Americas was not the first, nor the last such transfer between regions. He reached 
back into the history of the ancient Middle East and even Asia for examples. Thus 
ʻthe introduction and successful breeding of fish of foreign species appear to have 
been long practiced in China and was not unknown to the Greeks and Romansʼ.6 
He explained how the introduction of domesticated animals to many places in 
Europe and the Middle East had led to greater degradation of the landscape, 
especially denuded vegetation.7 ʻI am convinced that forests would soon cover 
many parts of the Arabian and African deserts, if man and domestic animals, 
especially the goat and the camel, were banished from themʼ, he wrote.8

Marshʼs examples are taken mainly from Europe and North America, but all 
regions were grist to his mill. This is apparent from the footnotes that, as Lowenthal 
observes, convey the ̒ unique scope and flavour of the volumeʼ.9 Enhancing the 
global dimension to the larger environmental discourse in the nineteenth century 
was the spread of European settlement to the last major ̒ undisturbed  ̓continent, 
Australia. There, flora and fauna had been isolated for millions of years and 
Aboriginal hunter-gatherer cultures had not been transformed by the revolution 
of domesticated animals and plants. Australia plays a very minor part in Marshʼs 
overall analysis. But even though Marshʼs brief references to Australia, mainly 
occurring in the later editions of his book, do not alter its main themes, they 
did strengthen or modify certain opinions that he had developed. These notes 
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reinforce our sense of Marshʼs omnivorous intellectual appetite and the global 
span of his curiosity, but also address the issue of acclimatisation.

Marsh mentioned the example of Australia when considering whether the 
human/natural balance had been maintained. As part of his view of environmental 
accounting, he wished to determine ̒ how far one set of effects is neutralised by 
another, or compensated by unknown agenciesʼ.10 The Australian colonies and, 
he later added, New Zealand were ̒ perhaps, the countries from which we have a 
right to expect the fuller elucidation of these difficult and disputable problemsʼ. 
Marsh explained that Australia was important because of the timing of its European 
discovery and settlement, and that in this respect it was even more interesting 
an example than his native America. As for Australia and New Zealand, ʻTheir 
colonization did not commence until the physical sciences had become mat-
ter [sic] of almost universal attention ...ʼ11 This interest was heightened by the 
economic development of Australia in the wake of the gold rushes that provided 
wealth and leisure for observation. As one would expect, he directed attention 
to the forests: ̒ large tracts of virgin forest and natural meadow are rapidly pass-
ing under the control of civilized man. Here, then, exist greater facilities and 
stronger motives for the careful study of the topics in question than have ever 
been found combined in any other theatre of European colonization.  ̓

Apart from the light they could shed on common global problems, Marsh 
recognised that ʻthe peculiarities  ̓of Australian and New Zealand ʻfauna, their 
flora, and their geology  ̓had ʻexcited ... the liveliest interest of the votaries of 
natural sciencesʼ. Congruent with his interest in water conservation and irrigation, 
Marsh was also interested in another peculiarity of Australia, ʻthe subterranean 
waters of the earth considered as stationary reservoirs, as flowing currents, and 
as filtrating fluidsʼ. He speculated from this evidence that the ways that ʻthe 
earth drinks in moisture  ̓was ʻby currents flowing into cavesʼ.12 

Marsh became aware by the 1870s of the example Australia was giving 
as to the dangers of animal transfers, and this was incorporated in changes in 
the later editions of his book. As a general principle, Marsh now observed in a 
statement foreshadowing concepts of ecological imperialism that ̒ The reproduc-
tive powers of animals, as well as of plants, seem to be sometimes stimulated 
in an extraordinary way by transfer to a foreign clime.  ̓His first example was 
Portuguese Madeira, where ʻthe common warren rabbit  ̓had increased to such 
an extent as to ʻthreaten the extirpation of vegetation  ̓on the island.13 But, he 
added, in Australia the wild rabbit was also ʻa very serious evil  ̓leading to em-
ployment of professional rabbit hunters.14 Marsh also noted that Australia as 
well as the US owed the sheep, goat and other damaging cloven-hoofed animals 
to European colonisation.15

On the other hand, Marsh viewed the renovation of forest through the transfer 
of plant species more positively as a result of the impact of Australiaʼs most 
significant species export, the eucalypt. In the 1864 edition of Man and Nature, 
he argued that tree plantations could not compete economically with natural 
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forests; therefore it was altogether better to preserve Americaʼs forests so as not 
to make the mistake of the European experience. This verdict was based partly 
on Jules Clavéʼs estimate of the costs of what Marsh called ʻartificial  ̓forest, 
or forests aided by human cultivation. Marsh quoted Clavé that for ʻartificial  ̓
forest, ̒ in general, the value of its timber will not return the capital expenditure 
and the interest accruedʼ.16 But he also stated that nevertheless ̒ both the preser-
vation of existing woods, and the far more costly extension of them where they 
have been unduly reduced, are among the most obvious of the duties which this 
age owes to those that are to come after itʼ.17 In 1864, he came close to argu-
ing that, for the United States, no more forest be cut and that existing forest be 
maintained or preserved.

By the later editions, he was using the example of Italian experimentation 
and Californiaʼs importation of Australian eucalypts to modify this conclusion; 
he became more favourable to acclimatisation of trees and to afforestation as 
well as reforestation. The 1874 and 1885 editions had the word ʻfar  ̓dropped 
from the ʻfar more costly  ̓and a statement about the ʻplainest dictates of self-
interest  ̓introduced. Moreover, reference to afforestation of areas where forests 
ʻhave never existed  ̓had been added.18 From California and Australia had come 
reports of the enormous size and rapid growth of the eucalypts, reports which 
deeply interested Marsh. The news emanated from the work of German-Austral-
ian botanist, Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, the champion of the eucalypts as 
a tree of great size, beauty and utility, and a tree suitable for export all around 
the world.19 

Eucalyptus trees had already been introduced to the Mediterranean by the 
1850s and 1860s, but they did not excite attention in Marshʼs first edition either 
as a timber tree through afforestation projects or as a form of malaria control. 
(He was relatively non-committal in the 1864 edition on the alleged ʻsanitary  ̓
properties of any trees20 and made no mention of eucalyptus as a ʻfever  ̓pro-
phylactic, but gave these reports credence in later editions.21) By the 1870s, and 
in the light of evidence from California and Australia, his position changed. ʻIf 
we may credit late reportsʼ, he noted, ʻthe growth of the eucalyptus is so rapid  ̓
that ʻthe child is perhaps now born who will see the tallest sequoia overlapped 
by the new vegetable emigrant from Australiaʼ.22 Marsh concluded that ʻthe 
modern improved methods of sylviculture show vastly more favorable financial 
results  ̓than had earlier been anticipated. To this was added ʻthe immense col-
lateral advantages derived from the presence of the forestʼ, in mitigating ʻthe 
terrible evils necessarily resulting from its destructionʼ.23 Just before his death, 
he announced after a visit to the forestry station at Vallombrosa near Florence, 
that ʻI am more than ever impressed with the superiority of the artificial forest, 
both in quantity and quality, as compared with that of the natural and spontane-
ous growth.ʼ24

Attention to the case of the eucalypts implicated Marsh in the concept of 
renovation not just for Europe but for anywhere, a shift due largely to the im-
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pact of the acclimatisation movement. This movement was a global one made 
possible by the extension of the British and French empires. Science followed 
largely imperial pathways and hence became an important source of information 
on global transfers that stimulated Marshʼs thought.25 Acclimatisation enthu-
siasts created a transnational network of societies that provided means for the 
dissemination of the messages of Man and Nature. Establishment of a French 
Acclimatisation Society in 1854 was followed by the British. Soon, the British 
colonies in New Zealand and Australia had such societies, including Victoriaʼs, 
established in 1861.26

Associating Marsh with acclimatisation is not common because Man and 
Nature treats the balance of nature disturbed by the impact of humans, and ac-
climatisation was one of the ways that this disturbance occurred. ʻIt is certainʼ, 
he warned, ʻthat a desolation, like that which has overwhelmed many once 
beautiful and fertile regions of Europe, awaits an important part of the territory 
of the United States, and of other comparatively new countries over which 
European civilization is now extending its sway, unless prompt measures are 
taken to check the action of destructive causes already in operation.ʼ27 Marshʼs 
published strictures on animal introductions, including sheep and goats, became 
stronger after the first edition, after the deleterious impact of the acclimatisation 
societies became clear. Marsh noted in the 1885 edition that the goat thrived in 
Italy and the United States, but added that it was doubtful if its economic value 
would outweigh ʻthe damage it would do to the woodsʼ.28

Marsh himself showed signs of acclimatisation thinking in the 1850s, sev-
eral years before Man and Nature was published. In 1857, he reported to the 
Vermont legislature on the introduction of fish species, a subject which later 
became much extended by the United States Fish Commission that sponsored 
the spread of eastern and even foreign fish to the West Coast in the 1870s. 
Earlier still, Marsh wrote a report on the camel in 1855, erroneously predicting 
its possible American adaptation. Therein he favoured its use in the American 
Southwest ʻwhere it finds the climate and the vegetable products best suited to 
its wants, and promises to become a very useful agent in the promotion of the 
special civilization for which those regions are adapted.ʼ29 In Man and Nature, 
Marsh further endorsed the widespread acclimatisation of the dromedary30 and 
added that ʻit is hoped  ̓that ʻsuccess will attend the present efforts to introduce 
the South American alpaca into Europeʼ.31 He also suggested the introduction 
of a range of ornamental trees such as the European mountain ash and the silver 
poplar and cypresses, trees that could be introduced ̒ into the United States with 
great advantage to the landscapeʼ.32 Even desultory weeds such as the scarlet 
poppy, an unplanned introduction to North America, he sanctioned as a thing of 
beauty.33 Though he is remembered as favouring preservation of American forests, 
in fact he conceded that their composition might well be altered to advantage, 
thus signifying in part the principle of renovative land management. Though 
only Oregon might have more forest than needed—even this admission is a 
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significant one— ʻno doubt, a different distribution of the forests in all [states] 
might be highly advantageousʼ.34 

These acclimatisation and renovatory leanings have attracted little attention. 
Marsh is not treated as an acclimatiser perhaps because the United States is not 
usually seen as the site of serious acclimatisation activity. Acclimatisation was, 
instead, associated with the British empire. The US had broken with empire 
in 1776, and this had involved a declaration of intellectual independence by 
the nineteenth century as well. Moreover, historians have widely interpreted 
acclimatisation Australasian style as motivated by the hunting agendas of the 
English upper class. Unsatisfied with Australiaʼs native wild life, the gentry 
introduced foxes, deer and rabbits for their gentlemanly pleasures. This was 
the origin, in the 1850s of the importation of the European wild rabbit to Vic-
toria, from whence it spread all over temperate and sub-tropical Australia, with 
disastrous consequences still felt today. Hunting was more democratic in the 
United States, and the animals to be hunted such as deer, bears and cats were 
plentiful.35 Moreover, the wild animals available were more easily assimilable 
to European standards of hunting, whereas Americans noted that Australia was 
especially deficient in quadrupeds. Possibly if the US had been so ʻdeficientʼ, 
further introductions would have occurred. In the event, there was simply little 
need for such gratuitous animal acclimatisation for sport, though for ornamen-
tal reasons some birds such as sparrows and starlings were introduced as they 
were to Australia.36 More common were economic and other imports before 
the period of self-conscious imperial botany in the nineteenth century specifi-
cally dedicated to acclimatisation. But this informal activity is not commonly 
thought of as part of the same movement. The word acclimatisation came from 
the French and in the 1830s involved a ʻdeliberate and systematic policyʼ. 
There, ʻconsiderable state sponsorshipʼ of acclimatisation occurred.37 The lais-
sez-faire political economy of the United States was, allegedly, different from 
the government patronised and sponsored drives to acclimatisation in France, 
the British colonies, and elsewhere. For example, the importation of llamas 
into New South Wales was subsidised by the colonial government in the 1860s, 
though this introduction was a failure.38 

On a more informal level, however, acclimatisation was widely practised in 
the United States. Acclimatisation conceived as the deliberate introduction of 
plant or animal species, often through scientific exchanges on an international 
level, had existed in the young republic. Thomas Jefferson encouraged the intro-
duction of the olive and upland rice to the south, and imported a large number 
of ornamental species. In justification, he stated that the ̒ greatest service which 
can be rendered any country is, to add an useful plant to its culture;ʼ39 yet little 
has been done to trace the larger history of acclimatisation in America. This 
is not so different from Britain and Australia. It is a caricature to associate ac-
climatisation with large-scale government involvement, as the contrast drawn 
between acclimatisation in France and in Britain where a more laissez-faire policy 
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applied, suggests. Moreover, there were examples of government-sponsored 
acclimatisation in the United States, in the same period when acclimatisation 
societies flourished in the British colonies, but most of these examples concerned 
the territories and states acquired from Mexico in 1848. 

Acclimatisation received a major boost from the European settlement of 
California. There the United States encountered a landscape already altered 
extensively by the introduction of sheep and cattle by Hispanics. Anglo immi-
grants from the eastern United States sought to alter this landscape to suit their 
aesthetic preferences for garden-like landscapes.40 As they sought to introduce 
new plant species to improve Californiaʼs vegetation balance, they became 
indirectly involved in the British empireʼs acclimatisation movement. They 
became interested in acclimatisation of plants in a circuit through California, 
Hawaii, New Zealand, and Australia. 

In the policies of the California State Boards of Horticulture and Forestry, 
extensive state government sponsored acclimatisation work was done. This 
occurred particularly in the area of entomology for biological control in horti-
culture in the 1880s through to 1908, and in the introduction of new tree species, 
particularly eucalypts and acacias from Australia. Private societies similar to 
those operating in Australia were also founded. The work of Ellwood Cooper, 
President of the State Board of Horticulture, 1883-1907, has been extensively 
treated,41 but there were other individuals and groups involved. Dr. Francesco 
Franceschi started the Santa Barbara Acclimatizating Society in 1895, and re-
ported that ʻnew recruits are coming in daily, and their naturalization appears 
to proceed satisfactorilyʼ. Imports came not only from Australia but all over the 
Pacific.42 The work of Luther Burbank involved the importation of Australian 
wild-flowers as well as ornamentals from many countries for his hybridising 
work. Californian farmers and scientists, including Eugene Hilgard, Professor 
of Agriculture at the University of California and a noted authority on irriga-
tion, introduced quantities of Australian salt-bush in the 1880s and 1890s, and 
declared a ʻboom  ̓in the demand for the product, which survived well in arid 
zones and provided food for cattle.43 

Marsh was an influence on this Californian work. Ellwood Cooper cited 
Marsh in the introduction to Forest Culture and Eucalyptus Trees, Cooper s̓ major 
published work, as did the State Board of Forestry reports. But the references 
were often to others, particularly, in the case of Cooper, to practical Australian 
seed merchants and botanists. The strongest influence on tree planting was not 
Marsh, but Ferdinand Mueller, who became the major intellectual influence 
on the acclimatisation of Australian trees and shrubs in the southwest. Eugene 
Hilgard, for example, struck up a friendship with his fellow German native with 
a correspondence occurring over many years. Hans Hermann Behr, another 
German, was also an import conduit for this acclimatisation influence. From a 
period in Victoria during the gold rushes, Behr became friendly with Mueller, 
and later emigrated from Germany to San Francisco where he became active 
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in Californian science, and a champion of Muellerʼs ideas. Behr publicised in 
the California State Horticulture Societyʼs proceedings Muellerʼs Select Extra-
Tropical Plants, an enthusiastic acclimatisation text.44

Marshʼs influence spread through complicated circuits, illustrated particu-
larly in his Australian reception among Mueller and his friends in the Victorian 
Acclimatisation Society. These acclimatisers helped apply Marshʼs ideas and 
translated them back to the American West coast through Cooper, Behr, Hilgard, 
and the work of the State Board of Horticulture. Though Marshʼs ideas received 
a positive reception in Australia, as historical geographer Joseph Powell argued 
in a study published more than twenty years ago, Powell overestimated the 
direct influence of Marsh.45

Marsh was absorbed within a larger discourse which is humbling to any 
attempt to regard him as effecting a turning point in colonial conservation 
thought and practice in Australia and New Zealand. The Victorian parliamentʼs 
Select Committee report recommending the establishment of forest reserves in 
1864 did not mention Marsh, though his work was, to be sure, beginning to be 
known in the colony.46 In parliament and the Melbourne newspapers, Marshʼs 
work was not often cited in the extensive debates in 1865 over forest destruction 
in Victoria, and when it was, it was slightly misquoted and the title was given 
as Nature and Man.47 When mentioned or quoted, Marsh was not thought of, 
at least by Australian contemporaries, as advocating something new. In fact, 
it was Humboldt who was believed to be ʻthe first who clearly demonstrated 
the grave consequences of recklessness in removing the woodsʼ.48 Humboldt 
had done more than this. He had also visited the Americas, where he noted the 
kinds of damage that Marsh later reported, and he had initiated discussion on 
the acclimatisation of plants to different climatic zones. Through Mueller, who 
admired Humboldt and was in some respects a follower, Humboldt was clearly 
influential in Australia – prior to the publication of Marshʼs book – in shaping 
debates over the removal of the forests.49

Whatever Marshʼs personal leanings, he was interpreted in Australia and 
in California within a discourse supportive of acclimatisation, environmental 
ʻimprovement  ̓and renovation. Edward Wilson, Victorian Acclimatisation Soci-
ety official, Argus newspaper proprietor and Marsh supporter urged planting to 
replace lost tree cover and to supplement farm land with tree belts.50 The Argus 
advocated ̒ protecting the forest  ̓to aid acclimatisation, thus mixing the motives 
of preservation and improvement. ʻThe introduction of foreign animals  ̓was 
ʻto be desired and should be encouraged; but if the places where they would 
find shelter and food be ruthlessly injured and made barren, the promoters of 
acclimatisation may hope in vain for successʼ.51 This attention to conservation 
involved ̒ protecting the forests on the mountainsʼ, but Wilson paralleled Marshʼs 
concession that the balance of forest vegetation might be better if there were 
human intervention. ʻ[W]e might clearʼ, Wilson advised, ʻthe valleys and river 
basins between the coast and the main range so as to allow the cool sea-breezes 
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– moisture laden – to flow freely to the hills.  ̓The Argus s̓ competitor, David 
Symeʼs Melbourne Age also extensively publicised arguments concerning trees 
and water supply to call for an official forestry programme to introduce exotic 
trees for commercial timber.52 ʻIt must be our province to preserve the forests 
from wanton destruction, and to restore, as far as possible, an unfailing stimulant 
to national health and prosperity.  ̓Parliamentarians and editors argued that ʻIf 
only for climatic purposes  ̓Victorians must begin ̒ checking the lavish waste of 
our more valuable timberʼ. But the balance of opinion favoured environmental 
renovation: ʻit would be a waste of our resources to re-plant to any great extent 
the ranges, now nearly denuded, with scions of the native species  ̓ because 
ʻa large proportion of the indigenous timber of the colony is unsuitable for 
commercial purposesʼ. Rather, the denuded land might be ʻre-cloth[ed]  ̓with 
imported trees. 

From the perspective of our more ecologically informed worldviews in 
the early twenty-first century, acclimatisation is rightly seen as a deleterious 
influence. As a recent critic puts the commonly accepted view, ʻacclimatiza-
tion might have seemed like a good idea at the time, but biological exchange 
between long isolated ecosystems is now considered an unfolding disaster; 
introduced plants have become invasive pestsʼ.53 Few historians of Australia 
could be unaware of acclimatisation as environmental disaster in the light of the 
history not only of the rabbit and cane toad (Bufo marinus), but also of privet, 
Indian mynah, sparrow, Lantana lamosa, prickly pear, Pattersonʼs curse, and 
Bathurst burr, among other invasive species. Australian historians from the time 
of Eric Rollsʼs popular book, They All Ran Wild, have documented the idiocies 
of acclimatisation ad nauseam. No continent has suffered more, but nowhere 
is acclimatisation more easily caricatured. As Thomas Dunlap has argued, the 
advantages of hindsight are many, and a different environmental sensibility 
now prevails. Acclimatisers need to be seen in the context of the time and their 
theories of natural history.54 

Colonial Australians and nineteenth-century Anglo-Californian settlers did 
not encounter a pristine world where biological exchanges could be entirely 
prevented. In Dunlapʼs words, there was ʻno putting the genie back in the bot-
tleʼ.55 Marsh understood that plant and animal introductions must be carefully 
controlled if possible, but where things went wrong due to human impacts, 
further introductions were sometimes needed to bring about a new balance. 
In California, Cooperʼs Board of Horticulture worked both for preservation of 
forests and the introduction of new ones, and for the introduction of biological 
controls to counter the damage done by unwitting importation of insect pests. 
The Board also introduced its own quarantine measures to prevent illegal and 
harmful imports long before the federal government did. Private Californian 
acclimatising agents similarly balanced renovation and preservation, seeking 
to use the former to restore lost balances. In Dr Franceschiʼs Santa Barbara Ac-
climatization Society, the importation of trees was directly related to the fact that 
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most native oaks had been thoughtlessly removed. These ̒ magnificent evergreen 
oaks  ̓were ʻunfortunately  ̓ʻcut awayʼ, stated Franceschi. ʻHence, people soon 
became interested in trees suited to street and avenue planting  ̓but ʻwith jeal-
ous care the native oaks [remaining] are being preservedʼ.56 Preservation and 
renovation went hand in hand in the thinking and practice of these people. 

The introduction of new plants such as eucalypts could restore balances in 
areas where flood control, soil erosion control, and wind-breaks were desirable, 
as champions of plant introduction argued. Far better would it have been to 
re-introduce native plants. But in some cases these did not regenerate as well 
or as quickly as imported species. Nor could native plants always rectify new 
problems such as salinisation. William S. Lyon, a California Board of Forestry 
State Forester, introduced Australian casuarinas for alkaline lands affected by 
irrigation for purpose of remediation in the 1880s.57 Marsh understood such 
practical needs, and endorsed many examples of acclimatisation, but he was 
more cautious than Mueller in championing such changes, and more prepared 
to examine negative as well as positive consequences. This circumspection 
reflected Marshʼs place as a more eclectic and historically oriented thinker, 
anticipating the development of ecology, than as a scientific one within the 
Humboldtian tradition that was a major source of acclimatisation. Nevertheless 
both Marsh and Mueller agreed that imported plants could add to the store of 
national wealth, and both worked within a tradition of environmental renovation 
rather than purely restoration.

The renovation that Marsh endorsed stemmed to a considerable degree from 
his extensive experience of Mediterranean societies. Here Marsh did not shirk 
from improvement of nature. Thus the building of reservoirs and other earth 
works for ʻeconomizing and supplying water  ̓was not only ʻpracticableʼ. It 
would produce ʻa renovated fertility of soilʼ, and a ʻgeneral physical improve-
ment  ̓ that might be labelled not restoration but ʻa new creationʼ.58 Italy had 
undertaken, Marsh understood, such renovation over centuries through olive 
and fruit tree plantings; thus ̒ nature has provided Southern Europe with a partial 
compensation for the loss of the native forestʼ.59 This ʻpartial compensation  ̓
represented Marshʼs resignation to the loss of wild nature, but an aesthetic ap-
preciation common to acclimatisation can also be found here. The ornamental 
plantings of cypress and pines were ʻnot merely conventional types of the Ital-
ian landscape. They are essential elements in a field of rural beauty which can 
be seen in perfection only in the basin of the Mediterranean.ʼ60 Marsh not only 
advocated this form of renovation for Europe, but also wherever necessary. 
This pragmatic approach is what made his work so appealing in so many dif-
ferent geographical and cultural situations. Marsh did not stress preservation 
alone, even for the United States, though he did often express a preference for 
the relatively undisturbed North American landscape and a nationalistic pride 
in its natural bounties and beauty. 
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The renovation concept was also linked to a social agenda. Marsh, like the 
acclimatisers, had a strong moral and social dimension to his thought, and did 
not divorce environmental considerations from human needs and the social 
distribution of resources. Marsh knew that capitalism and westward expansion 
prevented the relatively pristine state of much American nature from being viable 
indefinitely. He diagnosed Americans  ̓economic and environmental problems 
as lying in the ̒ instability of American life  ̓and proposed a solution through the 
introduction of a quasi-European concept of patrimony in the land, under the 
rubric of ̒ paternal acresʼ. This may be why he favoured irrigation in his special 
report to the Congress in 1874.61 Certainly, he argued that irrigation should be 
controlled by the American government so as to encourage small-scale holdings 
consonant with these ideals of environmental patrimony.62 This would require 
moral reform as much as environmental diagnosis, a theme which the acclima-
tisation societies and their supporters in California and Australia also took up in 
their crusade to renovate landscapes consonant with a garden aesthetic. There 
needed to be renovation in human attitudes, practices and class relationships if 
natureʼs supposed equilibrium were to be restored.

There is much to be done in sorting out the various nuances in concepts of 
renovation versus restoration, but also in related ideas such as the ̒ resuscitation  ̓
of the land that acclimatisers in California and elsewhere sought. Rectification, 
a term used by Australian historian, Alan Gilbert63 could be added to the list, 
but the principle is clear. The relevance of Marsh, Mueller, and the acclimatisers 
is that they were part of a renovatory tradition of moral environmentalism. We 
need to understand both its strengths and limitations, its cultural, religious and 
social as well as environmental and scientific roots, if we are to frame policies 
for the next century when only renovation, not preservation is possible.
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